R. Wolak
On iPtF) we have the following atlas which introduces a smooth manifold structure. Let V ± = (U^) One can easily cheok that in the above differentiable structure on N^F) the mapping TT t is a smooth surjective mapping of maximal rank and iPiF) is a fibre bundle over M. Definition 1.
The fibre bundle H^iP) we oall the normal bundle of the foliation F of order r, or for shorft the r-normal bundle of the foliation F. Let r f s be two positive integers, r>s. Then there is a natural projeetion jt* of ^(F) into H 8 (F) i.e.
[f] p ) -=> [f] s . The mapping JT* is a surjective submersion. The manifold M oan be oanonically embedded in the fibre bundle lF(F) i.e. Max-.-[y x ] p » where is the constant mapping (t •-•>*). Thus the fibre bundle admits a global aeotion* Let N be another smooth manifold with a codimension q' foliation F'• Let $ be a smooth mapping of the manifold M into N which maps the foliation F into F' i.e. the leaves of the foliation F are mapped into the leaves of the foliation -#'. Then the mapping § defines a mapping of B^fF) into B^F') as follows H^HMr) = Let the manifold MxN be foliated by the foliation FxF'. Then the r-normal bundle N^FxF') of the foliation FxF' is identified with uFiFjxM^F'). In faot, let p^MxH-M and PgtMxH--N denote the canonioal projections. Then the mapping h»H r (FxF')-^M r (P)*H r (P') f h([f] r ) = ( [p.,f] r , [P 2 *] r ). ^ the required identification. f., is of rank s, then the mapping T r f^ is of rank (r+1)s (of. [3] )* Therefore, if the mapping f is transverse to the foliation F^ whioh is equivalent to saying that the mapping f., is of rank q^.then the mapping ^(f) is transverse to the foliation f£.
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(a)-lifts of functions and vector fields
By C°°(M,F) v* denote the sheaf of germs of all differentiate functions on the manifold M locally constant on the leaves of the foliation F. Let (iPiF) ,jr r ) be the normal bundle of the foliation F of order r. We shall define as follows the (a)-lifting L^i C"(MtF) n^iM.F)), X ° 0,1,... ,r. Direotly from this formula we see that indeed f^ is (s-k)--flat. Lemma 3. Let I, Y be two infinitesimal automorphisms of the foliation F r . If X(f* vi ) « Yif^) for every funotion feC°°(M,F), v -0,...,r, then the foliated veotor fields of F r defined by them are equal.
Proof. Let (U,?) = (uj»(y 1 ,y n _q jx., x q )) be an adapted coordinate system on the manifoldl U. Then on we have a coordinate -system ({* J? )" i1 (U),(y 1 ,... t y | I t x 1 ,... l x q )). But xj » (x^r* , sinoe the funotion x^ is locally constant oh the leaves. Thus X(x][) = y(xj)» i»1,...,q| v=0,...,r. Therefore the parte transverse to the foliation F p are equal. Lemma 4. For any foliated vector field X on tjhe manifold U and any there exists one and only one X^ foliated vector field on H^F) having the following property ' The author would like to thank the referee for pointing out the improved version of Lemma 2.
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Proof. Let (U,çc) » (U, (y.,.. i x1,,,,txq)) be an adapted coordinate system on i(M,F). Then the foliated veoq 3 tor fitfld X on U can be uniquely represented as a« , i-1 1 dx i where a^ C°°(U,F). Any infinitesimal automorphism X representing X differs by a veotor field tangent to the foliation P. On the set we can define the following vector field r ,(v+>-r) 3 3x i
We shall prove that
The proof will be done in several steps. First of all X(x*) = a[ v+ *-r) = Therefore, the equality holds for f = i = 1,...,q. Let A be the set of all funotions f for which (*) holds i.e.
We can easily show that if f,geA, then f.geA. This property assures that every polynomial in belongs to A. Now we shall prove that any function f depending only on x1t...,xq belongs to A. Let feC°°(U,F). We can represent the function f as the sum f = g + h, where g is a polynomial in x1P...,xq of degree r+1 and h is r+1-flat at x. Then, TxT s
W '
The proof is a straightforward computation. Definition 3.
The foliated veotor field X^ is called the )-foliated lift of X to N^F). Remark.
The lifting X^' one has to understand in the following way. Take a foliated vector field X in a neighbourhood U of a point x| on this open set U one can have two different coordinate systems and two different representatives. But according to the consideration, their (^)-liftings have the same values on functions f^, thus they define the same foliated vector field on N^iP)|U, Lemma 5. For any two foliated vector fields X, X on (M,F) there is the following equality of lifted foliated vector fields
The proof is a straightforward computation. On a foliated manifold (M,F) let us denote by x(M,F) the space of foliated vector fields. All the preceding considerations can be summarized in the following proposition. 
M=o
The proof is a straightforward computation in local coordinates. Lemma 9.
For any basic 1-form 0 and a foliated vector field X on the manifold M the following equality is true 0 (A)
, " (0(x) ,(>+<«-*).
0,1....f!r.
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Proof.
In a local coordinate system (U, (y1,...yn_qi x.,f...txq)) the form 8 can be written 9 » Hf^dx^ Then it is easy to show that 0<>>( X W) = (9(X)) (>+^-r) .
Lemma 10.
The family of liftings LA t A 1 (M,F) ---A^tlFiP) ,Pr) is uniquely determined by
= (e(x)) ( * +/i -^,.
It is a straightforward conclusion of Lemmas 8 and 9* 3. (a)-lifts of foliated tensor fields Let N(F) be the normal bundle of the foliation P. A section t of the vector bundle ®£N(F) is called a foliated (p,q)-tensor field, if for any adapted coordinate system (U,(y1,...,yn_q| x1,...,Xq)) its coordinates are looally constant along the leaves i.e. 
There exists one and only one linear map L t T(M,F) -^(II^F) ,F p ) suoh that L(S®U) » L(S)®L(U) for any S,Ue T(M,P) extending the already defined mapping L on T|(M,F) for p+q« 1.
The proof is standard. Additionally, we oan show the following properties. Lemma 
i) Let KeT(M,F) and XeT^(M,F). Then where ^ is a Lie derivation. ii) Let KeTP(M,F), XeT^(M,F). Then Ir where L is a contraction. iii) Let A,B6T](M,F) be two foliated tensor fields considered as homomorphisms of the normal bundle N(P) onto itself. Let XJJ be identity homomorphism of the vector bundle N(F). Then

M -t ^ ^ £ ^ k«1 s=1
Sinoe (T is locally constant on leaves, we get P^ = 0, s = 1,...,n-q. If we take another adapted coordinate system and Christofel symbols relative to it, then we have the following transformation rule (**) r*j =P® u A* aJ a£ + A* Aj k , i,j,k,s,v,u = 1,...,q.
On the other hand, if for each adapted coordinate system on (M,F) we have funotions satisfying (**) for i, j ,k»1. ,q , then we can define a connection V on N(F) in the same way as for oonneotiona in III. Therefore to lift a oonneotion V from H(F) to N(F p ) we need only to lift Christofel symbols for eaoh adapted coordinate system and see that the transformation rule is verified. To do so we have to assume that the Christofel symbol« are looally constant on leaves. If wa index a basis B of the Lie algebra of L^ by j and v, then 
Definition
4»
The unique connection V defined above is oalled the prolongation of the connection V to the bundle N^F) and will be denoted V=V r . Proposition 4« If R is the curvature tensor field of V, then R^ is the curvature tensor field of the connection V r .
Proof. One can easily check that, if r^ are functions locally constant on the leaves, then the tensor field R (r) is foliated, and therefore we can define the lift R v The total spaoe of the bundle N^F) over the manifold M has the same cohomology type as the manifold 11.
Proof. Sinoe the fibre of the bundle N^F) is contractible and the total space has the same homotopy type as the manifold M, so they have the same cohomology type (cf. [5] ) and the natural embedding of II into lf(F) induoes isomorphism in cohomology. theorem 2.
Let F be a V-G-foliation on a manifold M modelled on B(N,G). Then the ring of the characteristic classes of the foliation F depends only on the affine G r -homotopy class of the foliation P.
Proof. It is ao because of Lemmas 12, 13 and Proposition 6.
Theorem 2 is a generalization of Cordero's result (cf.
[l]).
